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Please do not allow nuclear waste from Italy to be brought to the 0..1s.!

We have enough of our own nuclear waste that we can't handle properly. We don't need other

people's problems!

If it is mishandled, many people and places could be exposed and harmed, including ports,

highways, and waterways in several states. Why should taxpayers have to face paying for any

problems, especially if it is only benefiting Italy and one company?

The part that would be buried in a landf ill could contaminate our drinking water, which should

NOT be compromised. It cannot be replaced!!

The potential for mishandling and disaster is too large to let this happen.

.The potential for one company to benefit is not worth the risk to America.

We have to stop this ridiculous grab for quick profits at everyone's potential expense! It is not

worth any amount of profit.

Cyndi White
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